


The Discrete Dipole Approximation
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DDA replaces a continuum target by an array of point dipoles : 

The field at any point of the lattice is the sum of the incident field + the E-fields radiated by the other dipoles

Draine & Flatau, J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, 11, 1491, 1994

Inversion problem with 3N unknowns (Pk) 
solved iteratively



Once Pk is know, the optical response can be calculated.

For instance, the extinction, absorption and scattering cross-sections :

The Discrete Dipole Approximation



All key parameters of a computation are contained in a parameter file called ddscat.par

Illumination

Nano-object

This file contains all informations about : 

Wavelength of incident EM wave + polarization

Position of lattice points - Dielectric constants of all materials

Computation Resolution method - Output desired - accuracy required and max. iterations

The parameters



Target orientation in the Lab Frame
x = xLF is the direction of propagation of the incident radiation, and y = yLF is the direction of the first 
incident polarization. 
The orientation of target axis a1 is specified by angles θ and Φ. The orientation of target axis a2 is then 
determined by angle β specifying rotation of the target around a1. Example: when β = 0, a2 lies in the 
(a1, xLF) plane.
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The target is represented by an array of N  dipoles, located on a cubic lattice with lattice spacing d.
The volume of the target is therefore :

 We characterize the size of the target by the “effective radius”

How is defined the nano-object geometry ? 


